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Vaughan wins top race
by
)V MARK BOGART
Latnron staff

The highest voter turnout in
several years marked last week's
ASOCE elections in which Cris
Vaughan was elected ASOCE
president. Fat Stimac was chosen
as Board of Administration of
ficer in the only other contested
race, while unchallenged can
didates Alice Crino, Dwaine
Kronser and Cecilia Stiles were
approved for executive offices.
The steady downhill trend in
voter participation in the past
three elections was reversed as
702 students cast ballots, more
than tripling last year's figure of
210.

The five new officers, who will
take office next term, all said
they were pleased and surprised
by the high turnout. They
suggested a number of reasons
for it, stemming mainly from the
highly contested presidential
race. "Hard campaigning by
several of the candidates, in
cluding door-to-door stops in the
dorms, posters, flyers and
speeches, received much of the
credit.
Vaughan cited the GOAT party,
which backed candidate Frank
Vanderburg, and also the lastminute write-in campaign, which
placed Kurt Martin second in the
voting for president, as major
factors.
Stimac praised BOA officer
Don Spiegel and the Board of
Administration for doing "a good
job after a late start."
Concerning the implications of
the election Vaughan said "I hope
this is not the end of it. What we
have to do now is to coordinate
and direct the energy that has
been created during the elec
tion." Similar comments were
made by the other new officers,
who all seemed hopeful for an
upturn in participation in student
government.
All four presidential candidates
topped the 100-mark in the voting.
Although he did not receive a

majority of the votes, Vaughan
said he thought the results were
clear-cut." He collected 273
votes while Martin, the closest
contender, got 166. Joe McLeod
followed with 142 and Van
derburg received 114.
As a primary goal which
deserves our total effort"
Vaughan said he wanted to work
for a student voice in the
allocation of student incidental
tees. He said this responsibility is
now handled mainly by Director
of Business Affairs John Sparks.
Other projects the president
elect plans to work on are the
closing of Monmouth Avenue and
opening of the College Center
coffee shop in the mornings He
said increasing the coffee shop
hours could be profitable and that
the present "morning coffee
shop
has outlived its ef
fectiveness.
In an effort to encourage
student involvement, Vaughan
plans to have his office open 40
hours per week. He said he will
spend 15 to 20 hours a week there
himself and the remaining hours
will be taken by the executive
secretary or an assistant.
Stimac, who defeated Julie
Beireis 471-170 for the BOA
position, said much of his efforts
will be devoted to revision of the
ASOCE constitution. Included in
this job will be the changing of
wording
to
specify
the
relationships between branches
of student government, ac
cording to Stimac. Through the
revisions Stimac wants to clarify
the role of the Board of
Administration as the judicial
branch of ASOCE. Other changes
he hopes to see involve the veto
power of the executive board and
updating the language, including
such changes as replacing the
word
"chairman"
with
"chairperson."
Crino, the newly elected Social
Board Director, said she hopes to
see more students involved in the
planning of activities. At the

same time, she said, student
mvovement can
present a
problem if people don't consider
nvnhTy anu °ther 'imitations
involved in scheduling activities.
She stressed publicity as one of
the most important parts of her
job.
As
Senate
Chairperson
Kronser hopes to see a student
voice in the allocation of in
cidental fees. He said the fees
totaled about $240 thousand this
year. When asked if he thought
students
would
gain
any
significant control over the
allotment of these funds he said,
I don t know but we're sure
going to try."
Kronser also hopes to preside
over a full thirty-member senate.
He said only 12 or 13 senate
positions have been occupied
during most of this year. "We
owe it to the students to get a full
senate," he said.
Kronser said the senate would
be a success "if people will work
within the system rather than
against it."
Stiles will perform the duties of
business manager in the new
Executive Board. She said she
hopes the officers can convince
people of their sincerity and
desire to deal with problems by
channeling the energy developed
in the campaign into the areas
that need work.
"I hope that the energy that
was generated was positive and
prople weren't just coming out to
vote against someone," she said.
She is also interested, like
several of the other new officers,
in winning the right of students to
have a decision in allocating
incidental fee money. "Although
I realize similar pushes are going
at other places in the state, I am
more
concerned
with
our
problem right here at OCE than
at the statewide level," she said.
"I think it would be great if we
had four times as many people
apply for Financial Board as we
could accept," she said.
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BARNUM HALL HOAX - A bomb threat received by Barnum Hall student assistant, Bruce Reynolds,
last Wednesday resulted in evacuation of the dorm for one night and a complete search by
Monmouth police, firemen and OCE personnel. No bomb was discovered.

Larnron photo by Daryl Bonitz

INCREASED VOTER TURN OUT - Elections last week drew 702
people to the polls the largest turnout in the past several years.
Two hundred and ten votes were cast last year.

Students lack control
over incidental fees
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff
Every term each student pays
not only tuition, but building,
health and incidental fees. The
incidental fee of $29 is divided
into three categories to support
student activities in the following
manner: College Center, $11.66;
PE, $10.17; and student govern
ment and educational activities,
$7.18.
Educational
activities
include speech, drama and music
activities and special projects.
The total money alloted to the
three categories for the 1975-76
year
was:
College Center,
$9,778,422.4; PE, $8,539,384; and
student
government
and
educational activities, $6,024793.5.
A committee composed of
Business Manager John Sparks,
Dean of Students, Jack Morton,
and President Leonard Rice
decides how to allot the money
from the incidental fees. There
are no student representatives on
this committee.
Student input is received
through contact with student
government and received by
various members of the com
mittee, generally Sparks, and
brought to the attention of others,
Sparks said.
"I ask student government
what they think, like on the idea
of raising the fee a dollar and
giving it to women's sports," he
said.
The money for these categories
is not divided into three parts and
allotted equally. It is distributed
by a set percentage rate. This
percentage rate is: College
Center, 40.17; P.E., 35.08; and
student
government
and
educational activities, 24.75.
These percentage rates are
new this year. Last year it was
decided to add another dollar to
the incidental fee which was
contributed solely to women's
sports. This required the ad
justment of the previous per
centages,
which
had
been
established "years and years
ago," according to Sparks.
The previous percentage rates
had been: College Center, 41.60;
P.E., 32.75; and student govern
ment and educational activities,
25.65. This means there has been
a decrease in the percentage of

the money
which
students
directly control, the student
government money.
The money collected by the
incidental fee each term is not
collected and distributed each
term. In the spring the college
sends an operating budget to the
state Board of Education. The
board looks at the budget and
based on past figures they
estimate the enrollment for the
following year.
The
estimated
enrollment
figure reached decided upon by
the board is then multiplied by
the amount of the incidental fee.
That product is then multiplied
by three terms. This end product
is the amount of money the board
allots for the incidental fee.
The money budgeted to OCE
from the board is for the year
rather than each individual term.
In this way the budget for the
incidental fee is only figured once
instead of going through the
process of the estimations by the
board each term.
The enrollment at OCE was
estimated by the board last
spring as 2798. This was then
multiplied by the amount of the
incidental fee, $29. That product
is $81,142. Since that product is
only for one term it must be
multiplied by three. This answer
is $243,426. This figure is the
amount alloted to OCE.
After the amount of money
from the board is decided then it
is divided into the three
categories by the set percentage
rate.
Since the enrollment at OCE
was up this year over the
estimated
figure
additional
money was received and alloted
in the same manner.
All the state colleges and
universities have fairly com
parable incidental fees. They
are:
University of Oregon, $25.50;
Oregon State University, $25:
Portland State University, $28;
Southern Oregon State College,
$30.50; Eastern Oregon State
College, $30.50; Oregon Institute
of Technology, $30; Oregon
College of Education, $29.
The three largest state schools
have a lower incidental rate
because there are more people
there to pay for everything.

Higher interest noted

Ten new senators added; two resign
amended and then voted to ac
concert because it will be too late tivities organizations are all cept a by-law change of the
currently experiencing a "severe
to set up noon concerts.
Publications board that would
Dwaine Kronser, Business pinch" and really need the money
limit ASOCE membership on the
this year.
Manager,
reported
that
$1500
Although two senators, Mike
to the one senate
The reason the motion was board
more dollars will be coming from
Burnett and John Mossbarger,
representative. The amended
tabled
was
so
that
the
Financial
the Administration in increased
turned in their resignations from
new by-law, if accepted by
budget allocations. Kronser said Board could research the matter
ASOCE Senate Monday, ten new
and that all people concerned can Publications Board, would read:
that
senate's
special
project
senators were approved at the
budget will then sit at slightly be brought up to date on what "Other than the official ASOCE
same meeting, seemingly a
representative ... no elected or
happened last year.
over $3,000.
carry-over from the interest that
The senate also decided to limit appointed member of ASOCE
Administrative
Officer
Don
was activated by last week's
Board,
Senate
Spiegel reported the results of itself to one review of next year's Executive
student body officer elections.
Financial
Board,
Board
of
budget
by
a
vote
of
13
to
4
with
last week's elections and ex
All new senators were ap
or
Social
plained how the votes were one abstention by Vanderburg. It Administration
proved unanimously. Three new
counted and that there was only also required financial board to Activities Board may be a
dorm senators were among those
one
questioned vote. That have recommendations for next member of the Publications
added. They include Susan Dean,
questioned vote was one for year's budget published and in Board."
a freshman with an undeclared
A member of the Publications
newly elected Social Activities the Lamron by the second week
major; Hugh Donnelly, a fresh
of spring term so that all would Board, Dwaine Kronser pointed
Chairperson
Alice
Crino,
who
man in secondary education, and
have a good look at the budget out that this would prevent the
was running unopposed.
Katie Stockwell, a freshman in
board
being
stacked with
The senate voted 8 to 5 to table before reviewing it.
elementary education.
Senator Wally Lien, who made members of student government
a motion made by senators Lane
Four off-campus senators were
Shetterly and Jeanie Kasnick. the proposal, said that he hoped who may take action against the
added to the rosters including
The motion would have brought at their one review the senate Lamron editor for criticizing
Shimeles Gessesse, a sophomore
the
Educational
Activities would "list priorities" to be ASOCE in the Lamron.
majoring in liberal arts; Bob
Senators Joe MdLeod and Steve
Budget back under student recommended to the newly
Melendy, a senior majoring in
humanities; Scott Taggart, a
Harley's report was that her control. The budget was sent to elected senate, which will set the Corwin moved that the senate
senior majoring in economics; board has made a $7500 offer for OCE Business Manager John final budget during the final appropriate $140 for the Drill
Team to "spend as it sees fit."
and Frank Vanderburg, a senior Roberta Flack to appear in Sparks last year by the senate, weeks of spring term.
Senator Lane Shetterly wanted Their intent was that the Drill
majoring in social science.
concert on April 8 at OCE. Harley mainly because Senators felt Ed
Bob Corington, senior, and F. said that it came down to a Activities were controlling too the current senate to get a longer Team receive the money they
Scott Roberts, senior, were both decision of whether to have a much of the student government look at the budget, but Kronser were given earlier for main
pointed out that they would just tenance and cleaning of their
approved
as
psychology major spring concert or to have monies.
Shetterly's
rationale
for end up "going over the same uniforms.
senators. Patricia Hightower was weekly noon concerts in the
McLeod's
efforts
failed,
added as an art senator. She is a College Center coffee shop. She bringing the activities budget, arguments twice" since the new
senior majoring in art.
said that if Flack refuses the (which includes the budgets for senate will go totally over the however, as the senate voted 12 to
5 not to allocate the $140 for the
ASOCE President Ruth Daniels offer the board will probably drama, art, music and forensics budget.
World Food Day was endorsed drill team.
reported to the senate that the make an offer for another major departments,
back
to
the
With the addition of ten new
students is that the funds which by the senate and the local
pays for them are "student Monmouth Food Day Committee senators at the Monday meeting,
monies." He thought last year's was given support also. The local the senate is at its fullest in
action by the senate was "a organizer and spokesperson, Bill recent months. There are,
Buignoli, presented a partial however, several positions still
mistake we should rectify."
Shetterly and Neal Haugen program requesting help from available. They include one each
A telephoned bomb threat to students," Osborne said. The fire pointed out that the reason for the senate in man power and in education, math, off-campus,
Barnum Hall, a coed dorm, Feb. and police department had bringing the budget back now money. Senator Joe McLeod and physical education and science
18 resulted in evacuation for the already been called.
instead of for next year's budget his Senate Investigating Team departments and two spots
Director of Dormitories Neil allocations is so the organizations will be researching the effort to available in the humanities
night, although the admin
istrators involved felt it was a Amerman had already set up an which are part of the budget can decide whether to give it total department.
office in Gentle Hall's upper come to the senate for allocations support.
hoax.
Applications for those still
Barnum Student Assistant lounge to reassign evacuated out of special projects for the
Trying to limit any ASOCE interested may be obtained from
Bruce Reynolds received a call in students to rooms in Butler and remainder of this year. Shetterly control over the Lamron editor the ASOCE office upstairs in the
the main lounge at noon. Gentle Halls.
said that the educational ac and his or her policies, the senate College Center.
Reynolds described the voice as a
Osborne was pleased with
man's" voice that "did sound Amerman's "responsiveness."
like an older voice."
"Both he and Faye (Carlson, his
secretary) were there until 10
The caller, who did not identify p.m. reassigning rooms."
himself* first said "I have a point
Barnum was officially closed at
to make," according to Reynolds. 7:15 p.m. and no students were
by PAT STIMAC
which would increase their for graduates. The recom
Reynolds, who said he was in a allowed to return to their
Lamron staff
tuition to $178 per term. If the mendation also called for a $3"
kind of a smart mood said, "Oh, rooms. Most had already been
recommendations are put into decrease in nonresident un
well, fine. I've got time. Shoot." back to the dorm and turned in
Tuition increases are in the air effect the universities and OIT
dergraduate tuition to make i
their
keys,
but
a
few
showed
from
a
couple
of
sources
the
The caller then said "Barnum
will also have a $62 increase for
$161 a term also.
up
late
were
not
allowed
to
pick
student senate learned Monday. non-resident undergraduates and
Hall will not be there by twelve
Part time tution was ais
up clothes.
OCE Business Manager John a $53 increase for graduate recommended to be increased &y
tonight."
The Monmouth police, security Sparks has suggested that tuition students.
Reynolds: "What?"
as much as $39 for 6 credit hour
The caller: "I think vou heard staff from the physical plant, be increased $1.50 a term or $4.50
Eastern Oregon State College,
for all the schools except EOb
firemen,
dorm
repairmen,
and
a year, according to the Senate
what I said." He then hung up.
has
suffered
low
Its part-time
tuition was
Deans Osborne, Morton and Investigation Committee. That which
recommended to stay the sam_
Reynolds,
Barnum
Head Blake Moranville all helped in tuition increase would go to enrollment in the past years, was
Should these recommendation*
Resident Carrie Benson and searching
the
rooms
and paying the parking lots around recommended to receive no in
other Barnum student assistants providing security. Amerman campus that the city of Mon- | crease in undergraduate or
be made policy by the State bo
reported the call to Associate and College Center Director mouth says must be paid.
they will go into effect at
> graduate tuition which would
Dean of Students Judy Osborne. Doug Yates were also on hand.
beginning of the 1976 - 77 sc
According
to
Sparks,
a keep it at $161 per term for un
President Leonard Rice could not
year.
The rooms were searched a parking lot user "fee would not be dergraduates and $265 per term
be immediately found,
so number of times. "One staff feasible because of the costs
Business Manager John Sparks, person and one police or fire incurred in hiring a policeman to
Morton and Osborne agreed that personnel to each search team, check parking stickers. He also
they could not take the chance and we found nothing," Osborne
said that under this plan it would
that the threat was a hoax and said.
take five years to pay off paving
that evacuation of the hall was
She also said that "Security the lots under this plan.
necessary.
men were there all night and the
ASOCE President Ruth Daniels
"The only question was when, extra security was present until
reported on a recommendation to
how and where to evacuate the at least midnight."
the State Board of Higher
Education that would increase
tuition for OCE students to $173 or
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
$12 per term. That recom
mendation was made by the state
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
board's staff to the board's
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975Pre-registration
for
committee on finance, ad
After Monday, cards will
spring
term
will
be
ministration and physical plant
be available in Ad 108.
Tuesday in the OPE Gym.
at their meeting on Tuesday.
The schedule for Tuesday
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
Students can pick up
For
non-resident
under
is as follows: Graduates
course request forms and a
•
I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handlinggraduates the recommended in
8:30 a.m., seniors 9 a.m ,
list of schedule changes in
crease is $62 per term and for
juniors
9:30
a.m.]
the College Center any
graduate students it would be $48
sophomores 10:20 a.m.]
time before Tuesday. All
per term or $313 total per term.
freshmen
and
special
students are encouraged to
undergraduates 11:30 a.m.
These recommendations were
consult with their advisors
not only for OCE but also for
Classes will be cancelled
prior to pre-registration.
during these hours.
southern Oregon State College.
Name.
Permit to pre-register
The University of Oregon,
Instructors will have all
cards will be available in
remaining class cards so
Portland
and
Oregon
State
Address.
the College Center Mon
that sudents can obtain
universities and Oregon Institute
day. Students must present
City
them at time after pre-reg
of Technology's undergraduate
-ZipJD cards to get permits.
State.
istration day.
resident tuition was recom
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
mended to increase $17 per term,
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff

student lobby will meet in Salem
at 1 p.m. March 5. She also asked
that a committee be assigned to
look into a spring term retreat for
students government people. The
All Campus committee will be
looking at it.
Social
Activities
Director
Candy Harley gave her last
report to the senate under that
title. The senate approved her
board's bill which made a by-law
change in the constitution. The
change was to change the word
"Director" in her title to
"Chairperson" so that the office
will not be confused as an office
that can sign contracts or do any
sort of business in that manner.
Doug Yates, Director of the
College Center, who suggested
the change, said that it has
caused trouble to the extent of
court cases because of confusion
with the title.

Barnum evacuated

Tuition raise expected next year

'88,500,000

Registration Tues.

Unclaimed
Scholarships
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
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£aro
ine Wilkins speaks at OCE
BY ENA MINATO
by DDENA MINATO

Assistant editor
nregon has led the way for
wr states in the area of women
Svement in politics, ac"Li 1° Carollne Wilkins,
c0jdate for Secretary of State,
cf„ spoke at OCE
Tuesday.
fLs' talk was part of the
[v#en's Awareness Week ac"I'coming the only woman
n mocratic state chairman in
Iq Wilkins pointed out that she
not the
first in Oregon. The
1C 111
snot "
nofflocratic Party in Oregon had
||s first woman chairman in 1937

AND has
HAS hurt
_
and
had ~
one every dacade
since then.

V

p»«v
chsn^ps in fi-»

marked

SfHS
Phlfter being aPP0inted State
Statemch';,WilkinS att^ded
meeLenfmmauS Ass°ciation
states ^nH r «:hairmen of the 50
territories. Under
thttv ?nH
"irty and a woman, she was

S

easily noticeable at a convention
of mostly
middle-aged men.
^ """vuc-ageu

Bicentennial events
OCE memorabilia will be on
,. 0lay in the main concourse of
IheCollege Center March 1 to 12.
This is the last of five exhibits on
* n the OCE library for the

the celebration,
been scheduled
weekday during winter
term in the College Center. The
of events include :
final twoo weeks
i
Monday, March 1:
Neal
Bandick, associate professor of
biology,
"Development
of
American Medical Education,"
Willamette Room, noon.

Tuesday, March 2: Judy Farr,
"Silversmi thing," main con
course.
Wednesday, March 3: Profiles
in

Courage

film

series,

"Woodrow Wilson," Willamette
Room, noon.
Thursday, March 4: Ajmer
Singh, economics
professor,
"The Business of America," and

"AI^nderS°"' history Professor,
u !jCa'
Power in the
Oregon Room, noon.
Frictey,
March
5:
Helen

Addison, assistant professor of
education, and the Campus
Elementary School 4th, 5th and
6th graders, "Folk dances,"

coffee shop, noon.
Monday, March 8: John Casey
assistant
professor
of
art!
Contemporary
American
Contributions to the World of
Art," Willamette Room, noon.
Tuesday, March 9: "Pottery "
main concourse.
Wednesday, March 10: Profiles
in Courage film series, "Robert
Taft, Willamette Room, noon
Thursday, March 11: Erhard
Dortmund, assistant professor of
history, "Freedom of the Press,"
Oregon Room, 12:30 p.m.
Friday, March 12, Richard
Davis, assistant professor of
humanities, "American Fash
ions, 1776-1976," Oregon Room,
noon.

She remembers being anpreached by a man attending the
meeting and accused, "Young
woman you are not a state chairSSUnng him that she
was^^'w^
was, Wilkins received the reply
that she may be the chairwoman
at was not the chairMAN
Tins illustrates the point that
^dewtren have had various
charoL" I1? P3St they Were JUst
arge of teas and social events
People inferred that women
could not be members of the interantion, but could just go
along faking it under a title," she
said.
. Showing additional increase
involvement of women in Oregon
the candidate pointed out that
when she became the party
chairman in 1969 one county had
a woman chairman. When she
stepped down in 1974, more than
nail of the counties had women
chairman.
"Women who were after the
titles after 1969 and deserved
them got them," she said.
Oregon is now in the process of
selecting
delegates
to
the
Democratic party convention.
Interested people, especially
young and women, should go to
the county meetings and ask to be
nominated, she said.
"The
Democratic
party
meetings are open and listed in
the newspapers. I can almost
guarantee someone who shows
interest will be appointed to a
committee or elected to a
position."
On the national level women
didn't have much participation
until 1972, according to the
current vice chairperson of the
Democratic National Committee.
For example, in 1960, 11 per

Sta^^Dokr Vn "Caro'ine Wilkincandidate
Secretary of
S
9'°"P °' 0CE ,acu"*forand
Tuesdav on thl
students
h of women
uesaay on the subject
in political actions.

„ "! ,

cent of the delegates to the Los
Angeles Democratic Convention
were women. In 1964, 14 per cent
of the delegates to Atlantic City
were women and this figure
jumped to 40 per cent at the
Miami convention in 1972.
This leap to 40 per cent shows
that the party is committed to
bringing
up
participation,"
stated Mrs. Wilkins.
"I wouldn't speculate as to the
percentage of young persons and
women at this year's con
ventions," she added.
In her campaign for Secretary
of State, Mrs. Wilkins is con
cerned with the trend in voter
turnout.
"Oregon did
better than
Washington in 1974 showing a 46
per cent voter turnout against
Washington's 26 per cent," she
said.
However, she pointed out that
Oregon hasn't reached near the
level of turnout it should have.
"The Secretary of State has a
real leadership and input role to

get voter turnout. He or she has
the opportunity to do something
positive and vigorous to en
courage voters to vote."
As Secretary of State. Mrs.
Wilkins would be next in line for
the governorship in case of
emergency or vacancy. "I
wouldn't want anyone to think
that because I am a woman I
couldn't face this situation if it
should arise," she stated and
added humorously, "but I would
ask Bob Straub not to go walking
in the rain and get pneumonia or
something."
Education is the key to en
couraging voter turnout in her
opinion. She hopes to see some
programs instigated to reach the
general public and inform them
of the election processes.
Ending her talk on women in
political affairs, Mrs. Wilkins
encouraged men and women
alike to participate in the one
capacity they are able by
registering
to
vote
and
remembering to vote in the up
coming Oregon primary, May 25.

The Lamron Needs You!

i

Now in the process of organizing a
staff for 76-77
Positions open include:
Assistant editor
Sports editor
Business manager
Reporters

Experience helpful but not required.
Enthusiastic budding journalists and
businessmen apply at the Lamron
office in the basement of the College
Center or call 838-1171.
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Campus forum

Lamron
Established in 1923

Opinion

Fee voice needed
If you are a student at OCE you are paying $87 a year
in tuition, building and health fees. You are paying a $29
per term incidental fee, and have no control over how
more than 75 per cent of that money is allocated.
The incidental fee money is divided into three
categories with $11.66 going to the College Center;
$10.17 going to physical education and $7.18 going to
student government and educational activities. This
percentage rate comes to College Center, $40.17;
physical education, $35.08; and student government and
educational activities, $24.75. Students once controlled
allocations for educational activities, including speech,
drama, music and special projects, but the ASOCE
Senate voted last year to return that part of the budget to
Business Manager John Sparks. That means that
students can control less than 25 per cent of how their
money is spent.
If the students have no voice in how this money is
spent, then who decides? Sparks makes the initial
recommendation to the State Board of Higher Education
as to whether incidental fees should be increased,
decreased, or remain the same. Once the board sets the
fee rate for this college, a committee of three decides
how that money will be allocated. Sparks, Dean of
Students Jack Morton and President Leonard Rice sit on
the committee, but the committee has no student
members.
Sparks says that the committee gets student input by
asking the students, including student government, how
they feel about certain items in the fee budget. We
contend that this is not good enough. Students deserve
to be directly represented on the committee which is
making important decisions as to what programs will be
given priority on this campus.
Admittedly, in the past students did not show red-hot
concern over the issue. When a hearing on incidental
fees was set up in April of 1975 not one student
attended. But that time is past. Students are now much
more aware of what is involved in the issue and realize
that a small sum of money per person can make a big
difference when multiplied by 3000 students.
A plan to restructure the incidental fee committee is
currently being drawn up. While we cannot endorse a
plan we have not seen in final form, in the future we will
endorse any practical plan which will give the students a
voice in the decisions involved.

Full board necessary
One person decided last week to spend $7500 of
student money. The ASOCE Social Board voted 1-0 last
week to make a $7500 offer to Roberta Flack to perform
at OCE rather than to sponsor free noon concerts in the
College Center Coffee Shop.
The fact that only one person voted is what is
important. Decisions that will cost so much should not
rest with one person. Social Board was not trying to pull
anything over on anyone. The problem resulted from a
lack of members at the meeting. Sharon Crino Senate
representative to the board, voted yes, while assistant
board chairperson Carol Baunach abstained. The InterDorm Council representative to social board was not
present, and there is currently no off camou<?
representative. So when the decision had to be made
there was no one to make it.
made,
With the interest generated on campus in the recent
election, it should be no problem to fill Social Board tn
capacity with interested students and then rtSito
problems won't arise.
similar

Cheers for Carter
To the editor:
I am writing in regard to Kim
Carter's article "Take two
Darvon and call me in the
morning." Not only was it very
well written, and humorous but
very realistic. Ms. Carter is not
the only student at O.C.E. who
has had difficulties with the
doctors' (sometimes forgivable)
poor memory, or strange sense of
humor, as I am sure that over one
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Forty cheers for Ms Carter
8 m!® problem out into the
onerff"
pen f°r, tbe Poor shmucks who
"DrVoS

pagers0 "UnUy l° V1SU

Deb Renwick
107 Gentle Hall
Rylee Dustin
108 Gentle Hall

Living in idGolism or
To the editor:
Today as we face the world and
try to find our place within it, a
question arises. Do we live our
lives
based
on
subjective
idealism founded in logical
speculations or turn instead to
the realities found in our own
experience of life? As of late the
discovery of a new subatomic
particle shook the world of
physics, rocking old ideas and
leading many scientists to
believe a new more open look at
the
universe
is
needed.
Something beyond the rigid
analytical categories that logic
and language bind us up in. When
we find the atom out of reach of
our mental conceptuatization,
how much more care should be

taken in our attempts to define
life's existence for ourselves.
The educational process all too
often
throws us into
the
rationalizations, self deceptions,
and beliefs in distorted historical
truths of others. Manipulation of
facts by academic molders of
opinion happens daily. Educators
here, to a large extent puppets of
those leading their fields, get
caught up in the disguises used by
authoritative systems of thought.
A reliance on authority and
assumptions is the key element in
the formation of an educated fool.
We are conditioned from birth to
view reality from anothers
perspective, to adapt our views to
that of the human collective.
Our own enlightenment is

?
repressed that we might see th
world as the public opinion
makers. One is said to be "sane"
if he conforms to the group well
It is the nonconformist that often
gets the last laugh, as ex
periences and personal soul
searching bring him above a
misguided group perception The
more one learns the more one
realizes that people don't know
what they're talking about i
have no desire to be ignorant, nor
to be an educated fool but I'm
finding one or the other inevitable
unless I remain an open individual free to define life for
myself.
Jon Davis
300 Whitesel No. 3

Turnout improved, could be better
there are some Off-Campus
Senators, Monmouth City Council
will have some friendly goats
showing up there. There is a notruck law to see enforced right off
the bat.
What a great bunch of animals
we've got on this farm! The first
round never got dirty ~ and it
never got dull. It seems alot of us
found out that it could be like that
all tbe time.
The other night when the moon
was up and the peepers out
the whole country-side seemed to
be saying, "Farmer Jones is O.K.
Don't bite the hand that cares for
you. Give it a lick -- you might
just get a stroke.
It is with great pleasure that
the G.O.A.T. Party Club an
nounces the formation of the
Monmouth Multi - Media Arts 'n
Resources Society, better known
as M.M-M.A.R.S.
With $6.00 left from the
campaign burning in our pockets,
it is our intent to unleash the
Creative Cosmic Conciousness of
this area upon itself.
To this modest end we are
looking to your phenomenal
imagination, and energy.
With so many events coming
down around here why can't
some of we screw-offs and
vacationing wierdos put together
some strange occurances to
publicize them.
If our tiny egos can handle it
musicians could form instant
OOOrl groups for instant fame, creeping
y U U U poets would finally be heard,
hoarding painters and sculptors
To the editor:
would be seen and felt (0).
I feel that a very poor job of
We could develop a file or
reporting was done in the article
board of skills and activities that
"Two two Darvon, call me in the lonely people could list and kind
morning." I don't want to say would find kind.
that the writer is not truthful, but
rather that it was editorializing
and not reporting.
I personally have had good
service from both the doctor and
the nurses and am very ap
preciative of that service. Next
time, editors, please take care To the editor:
that your articles are reporting.
An Outdoor Program in
formation session is beginning on
Sincerely,
Thursday evenings at 7 p.m. in
Marianne Duberow
the College Center. The meeting
has primarily been designed to
Ms. Carter did not write an ar answer your questions about the
ticle, but an editorial comment. Outdoor Program, which is here
As such it appeared on the to serve the needs of students, the
editorial pages with another faculty and staff, as well as the
column. While the entire staff community.
may not have agreed with what
The Outdoor Program can go in
Ms. Carter wrote, it totally as many directions as your ideas
supports her right to say it. -Ed. can. So, even more than an in
To the Student Body:
Well the first Battle of the
Barnyard is over and the Annie Mais have won. After all the
braying, bleating and crowing
died down last Friday 702
students had cast ballots, ap
parently a record.
Horns Off to President-elect
Vaughn. He fought hard and well.
It seems he won the respect of
alot of can chewing Goats.
But it still remains to see the
war won. Around 2100 turkeys
didn't vote. Interestingly enough
that 75 per cent reflects the same
percentage of the $240,000.00
Student Incidental Fee Fund that
students do not manage or
control
Any donkey can see that ain't
hay and any goat will tell you,
'That's a lot of grass."
Farmer Jones and his hired
hands need some help with the
spread. We all live on the same
farm. I think Spring Ploughing is
just around the corner.
Student Senate just picked up
nine new Senators including
Frank the Faun Vanderberg,
who smelled so bad that this
record-breaking vote was cast.
Around ten seats remain
vacant in Senate. Pan only knows
how many Committees need help
with organizing your kind of
Hoe-Down.
The Battle for Mush-Mouth
Ave. is taking shape. Now that

We should add, we are not a
sexist group. We mix it up with
anyone.
So far the G.O.A.T. Party Club
has two projects: M.M-M.A.R.S.
and sponsoring World Food Week
with Bill What's-His-Face. (Sorry
about that, time running out on
Lamron deadline).
Our first meeting is scheduled
for Friday March 5th at 3:00p.m.
somewhere in the College Center.
There may be fifty ways to
leave your lover but there are
more ways to find a new one.
Hope Ya All Come.
Bob Melendy of
the GOAT Party.

Donations
needed
To the editor:
We are asking any writers,
artists, and photographers who
feel they have high quality work
to help us in putting together a
campus literary arts magazine
here at Southern Oregon State
College in Ashland, Oregon.

Deadline
for
submitting
material for publication is Marc
15, 1976, with publication of IW
magazine coming on May
1976.
Send all contributions
Valle)'
materials to the Happy
Gazette, c o the Sistajjj
Newspaper, Southern
State College, Ashland,
97520.
Please include
addressed, stamped enve'°?
you wish your work retur
Mark Upton Sturges,
Literature editor
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c can
/inn Kd
oil f\\ir/^/4 to
i ^ run "
,1 Carter
be allowed
If atthe m0uth <0r lyPewriter)

\i
m-rass
«editorial but not designated so.

of which and
!wel1- All
lke Two Darvon, Call Me in she could havTT' sh«L'claims.
1 Morning was in such poor watching
' rned "from
the Wthat it leads me to question vertisements "telTerv's,on
ad7
l,ia
'fur tastes
and
abilities
as
advertisement
a,."""
uw
advertise™, Ag"S»i£5
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Genera
ir of the Lamron, and also the Hospital or m
CUS Welby- Ms
Sal policy of the Lamron. Cartel
r.vp the readers, are to be
At^'
1
hiec'ted to such cynicism
— and waste of° usb3n of her !engthy
bigness, we should be informed
forehand. If Ms. Carter has a
ctors as being <<iittle more
plaint, let her address it to knowiedglblenn,8 httle more
C°
in the form of a
the editor i»
« letter someone with a ReHp0"" than
all other students
are required Aid certification.^
'
°?s First
f do rather than give her free blow, wasn't it?' n rather low
During a bout
1m of the typewriter and a half- with fooH nl
tood poisoning last fall i
page of the Lamron as well.
experienced none of the in
If Ms. Carter expects the health
competency or negligence that
vice to rebut or debate her Ms. Carter rants about It's in
lims, Idoubt she'H be satisfied, MseSSthaiUt t0°ksix ^8 by
L it is unlikely that neither Ms. Carter to come to her, and
octor nor health service would
erefore the Lamron's, in
competent evaluation of the
{0op as low as Ms. Carter did, if
5
they would stoop at all, in her abilities of the past and present
service that is here doctors, both of whom have
blasting oof a/uin the interests of
of the
<Medical degrees< Ms.
student body (no pun intended). Carter)
ne 9 c ualified
surgeon
In fact, the only comment they surgeon, 'rh,
the ° present J doctor
4
would give was a tight-lipped 'No happens to have been picked bv a
comment."
and
°f f9Culty members
If the health service is not up to and students.
the standards that Ms. Carter
I only hope that I never meet
hypochondriac)
aa obvious
^ftods, let her go elsewhere, you, Ms. Carter, for I'd be
K twenty dollar office fees awfully tempted to stick a ther
to boot By complaining about the mometer right where it might do
..free student health service," the most therapeutic good, and
she implies that an inordinate with your self-proclaimed med
—4 of
amount
— her
—t two
---- hundred ical expertise and "past ex
sixteen dollars is going toward
iuwaiu perience with thermometers," it
the payment of the doctor and would be interesting to see if you
could tell if it was the right end or
health service. Even were this to
not.
be true, what price good health,
Ms. Carter? Rather difficult to Chris Vigeland
put a price tag there, isn't it?
English Major
It seems that Ms. Carter has 291 W. Clay No. 5
parked her self - admitted fifteen Monmouth, OR
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Geiger should seek facts
To the editor:

Second, by the time Steve's
editorial appeared, the Old Gym
had already been open a
weekend; Steve didn't know this
obviously. Why? He didn't take
the time to place a phone call.
Obviously.
Steve has done some fair
editorializing and reporting in the
past; however, past success is no
excuse for printing unverified,
personal and stinging (stinking?)
charges. Not only do such
charges contain no weight, to
anyone who uses his head and
checks them out, such charges
reflect badly on the Dufus that
made them.
In summation, I hope that
Steve in the future sticks to facts
researched and not fantasy in
vented; not only would his
writing be more effective, he
wouldn't degrade the overall
quality of the Lamron.

I would hope that the Sports
Editor, Steve Geiger, would
display a reasonable proficiency
in research, reporting and
manners in future issues of the
Lamron. His editorial against the
PE department concerning open
gyms of the Feb. 12 issue was full
offantasy and fiction, but few (if
any) facts. To make personal
criticism in print without any
basis in fact is to say the least,
unmannerly.
The first fact, and most im
portant one, is that the PE
department has no responsibility
for the gyms on weekends. The
College Center
has
that
responsibility, and few students
bad requested that the College
Center open the gyms. Had Steve
C3^j fbe ^ department they
would have been happy to tell
Jim. Steve violated the most
basic rule of reporting here by
not checking out the factual basis R. Neil Haugen
P.E. Senator
°t ms main charge.

Doctor competent, owore
to the editor:

Jn

response to the hypoconJlac, Kim Carter, who wrote the
article
Jr . unPr°fessional
Riming the Medical Center:
of6 SfUhggest sbe *ake advantage
awil, Psychiatric services
niph^u6 tllere every Wednesday
nh, i Problems don't sound
Physical in nature.
I The students of OCE are very
Dr
Mil/'10 ^ave a doctor
j|e er s caliber on our campus.
s aware, concerned
and
hiJ
y competent. Her attack on
february 26,1976

him and her documented "case"
evidence show only her own
ignorance of medicine. The
"logic" she uses in this literary
nightmare is juvenile. How did
someone this irresponsible get on
the Lamron staff? Journalism is
definitely not her bag.
Disgustedly yours,
Jackie Downing
Connie Dias
Digby E. Morrow
F.Scott Roberts
R.W. Melendy
Frank J. Vanderburg

Turn energy into action
Qn/1
a.
time^haf"s are over'antI now the

rjzsr,
w„r,rrsr
!"
heartiest conpr^

Iln

anyhow." I have been on cam
puses where student voice has an
f. ,ct; and a positive affect at
t0 the newly elected o
hope for improvemenf6soon" ^ that. Let us make that happen
lcers- and to those who ran hm
here 702 peop|e y
were n„,
,
wno ran bul
elections is a good start.
Finally, many thanks to those
who stayed up to count ballots
Ihe change"can' hap^n^Thi^n especially Dean Jack Morton
not exactly what we would call a who got home late for his much
radical campus, but I hope it is needed oyster dinner!
be
tUrned
into
Progress wF m"
1101
a campus where thp
111 See student life
takfno c
some changes soon. Prevailing attitude ls ^ Don Spiegel
there s nothing I can do about it BOA Administrative Officer
my

ffi'0ofu.

or

the quality of

OCE food conference set
LL RRI r.vm * in
JR
for the

partake "d act'v'i|®s for People to

Thef0,,OWingisa
auuve are
vervS
guest editorial.
^S,
arPer0bveTy
What is Food Day? It doesn't so/mh"'3nd interdependent. The
solutions require stack up to be
concern me, does it?
1"6 1° The c°nference
fhaTkT
usT°fir«fWhr the f!rst
let
arn mH ieingueld °n camPus and
whn
J1 °pes t0 educate all
t0 deal with these
nrnhi
problems on some level hopefully
to find some solutions also
the World Food and Hunger
Presently the committee con
Conference does not concern you
sists of myself (organizer and
you don t have to pay higher spokesperson for the group) Fr
and higher food prices each time
Dennis O'Hare of Catholic
y u go to the market or Campus ministry and Clifford
restaurant; if you have no conLindsey of the United Campus
cern over what you eat or of what
Christian Foundation. Anyone
nutrition related disease or with interest, ideas or energv
premature death may overtake would be welcomed to join us in
0fcWhat
Z bheaCveUSneoconcern
^
Over
the undertaking.
u

of tKorS's'S™'™ ™esU5
the millions of people that will h«
starving to death becanse ni
then I can answer "No mv
friend, it doesn't concern vou and
you
may g0 atouV youJ
business."
Well, it concerns us and we
organized the Monmouth Food
Day Committee and this Con
ference for much the same
reasons
that
the
original

8

JIT! we>" gating oo ,
!
,udget we should have access
° at 69St a dozen films uand
seve
speakers to cover topics
nutrition on down to
(hp8'"8
L!/u°"0m,.CS. °f.your week'v
food bill. With the help and
support of the college ad
ministration we plan to have
several lunches and meals that
would go under the heading of
different things. Among them: a
hunger feast in which some of the
narfinmonfc
~: .1

STSS -"W? 175855S ^niZ

sponsored iario^evS. %£

forced to subsist on. Anothe
would be a "meatless feast" ii
which all members would b<
served, at cost, a meal that woulc
contain more protein and cosi
about one third less than z
comparable protein meal with
meat.
Several activities will be
planned in the field of nutrition
education for both students and
faculty, and hopefully changes
in the quality of food now
available on campus, as well as
the elimination of some items
that it may be questionable to
consider food at all. can be
achieved.
The committee has alreadv
received both moral and ad
vertising support as well as
research assistance from ASOCE
and within the next two weeks
will be circulating on campus and
about town to enlist the aid of
students, administrators, busin
essmen. townspeople, evervone
to make World Food and Hunger
vveek
an
interesting
and
educational experience for us all.
More information can be made
available to you by leaving vour
ILame.o!ld number with anyone at
the ASOCE offices or Outdoor
nigram office. More articles
will appear in the Lamron con
cerning the conference as we
approach that first week in April.

BEAVER STATE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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interest rates allowed by law!
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Effective
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8.06%

Minimum
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1,000.00

'Substantial Interest Penalty Imposed For Premature Withdrawal.
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Ed department explored

.

Instruction goes beyond compus
by LEE KELLEY
Lamron staff
The
Education Psychology
Department, as should be ex
pected at OCE, is the largest
department on campus with
some 60 professors.
Elementary education alone
involves one-third of the total
OCE student body.
As is well known, OCE is highly
respected in the national ranks of
teacher's colleges, and has 100
years worth of involvement with
teacher education to back it up.
According to Don Duncan,
chairman of the Education /
Psychology Department, OCE is
the only school to have received
two American Association for the
Council
on
Teachers
Organization District Awards for
excellence
in
elementary
education within the span of a
decade.
OCE got the second place

award in 1967, and first place in
1974.
Duncan commented on the fact
that all education department
teachers have pretty much an
equal say in what goes on, saying
that "No one person runs this
department."
Duncan felt that this feeling of
equality had much to do with
OCE's small size, a factor which
he likes.
He gave most of the credit of
OCE's top standing to the faculty
members, who Duncan feels are
highly competent, goal-oriented
and individually more respon
sible due to the department's
diffused leadership.
He also was happy about the
evident mix on campus of the
teaching staff of. the education
department with other OCE
departments. Sometimes this
means that one teacher may
share an involvement with two
departments.

As
an
example,
Duncan
mentioned Professor A1 Redsun,
who teaches courses in both the
Ed. / Psy. and the Social Science
departments.
Another
such
professor is Leo Kirk, who
divides his time between the Art
and Ed. / Psy. departments.
Duncan sees such sharing
between Ed. / Psy>and other OCE
departments as being an ex
cellent way of keeping all sides
alert to progress and changes
made in each field and also as a
means of aiding cooperation
between departments.
Duncan also sees OCE as very
professionally oriented, with its
goal of getting its teaching major
students out in the field and
actually in real life school
situations rather
than
just
keeping them in the classroom
learning theory.
Duncan said that all of the OCE
education faculty alternate as
supervisors of OCE student

Amerman explains process

Food bought through state
by DEN A MINATO
Assistant editor
Food for OCE's dormitories
and coffee shop is purchased
through the State Purchasing
Office which puts out bids to
various food suppliers, according
to Neil Amerman, director of
dormitories.
Amerman,
estimating
the
annual food budget to be $200,000,
explained that all state in
stitutions are required to buy
through this bidding process and
feels it is a good method of
purchasing.
"We get the benefit of less
expensive food because the state
buys in larger quantities and this
saves money," he said. He added
that since all institutions are
required to go through the state
there are no behind the scene
deals made with wholesalers,
which he feels is a good policy.
Amerman is required to put in
monthly purchase requests, to
the state office indicating the
quantity and type of product
wanted. However, he has no way
of specifying who to buy from or
what brand to get.
"We
make
certain
specifications and the State puts
out bids for products with these
specifications and if what they
send
us
meets
these
specifications we have to take
it."

A Perfect
Diamond.

He explained that he might ask
for 40 cases of a particular
product, or its equivalent. If the
state gets a lower bid on the
equivalent product it buys it and
sends it to Amerman.
"This is a good policy because
a lot of times you're just paying
for the brand name," claimed
Amerman.
The State takes the lowest bid
on a product as long as it meets
the US standard specifications
and Amerman's specifications
Amerman feels this method of
purchasing obtains good quality
food at the lowest possib
le prices. "It's as good as we
want it. Of course we don't buy
choice cuts like t-bone steaks."
Asked about the often voiced
complaints about
the
food,
Amerman said,
"We
meet
complaints whenever possible.
We try to rotate the menus to
keep away from repetition but
there's only so many ways to go."
There are only about a dozen
basic items of meat, explained
Amerman. "When you've served
them all you have to repeat
yourself whether you want to or
not."
Amerman feels he serves
better quality meat and groceries
than available at the grocery
store. He claims the products
purchased in a market are not as
carefully regulated.
He cited for an example that
when he orders a can of peaches
he specifies how many peach
halves it has to have in it and
doesn't have to accept one that
fails to meet this requirement. On
the other hand, a can bought at
the store can have a large water
content and less fruit.
A similar example is that of
canned meats and fish. He buys
dry weight tuna which means it

does not have water and juices in
the can. This is not often the case
in a store, he explained.
"We have to watch all those
factors to spread our food budget
as economically as we can," he
stated.
While the majority of Amer
man's
purchasing
is
done
through the state he explained
that in special cases he buys
direct. When an item runs short
of a banquet calling for a special
item such as t-bone steak comes
up, he must call around to
various wholesalers to find the
best price.
Amerman has found in his
purchasing that through direct
buying he pays from $1 to $1.50
more for a particular quantity
than when he buys the same
amount through the state.
The food is prepared using all
modern methods with the best
equipment you can buy, claimed
Amerman. "We try to use the
best methods in the preparation
of foods to retain the quality of
food served," he said.
Calculating that he has $1.18
per day to spend on each dorm
student's food, Amerman feels
they do the best possible job.
"This is the only institution in
the state where students can eat
all day long. We're the only ones
that have managed to make food
available throughout the day
within the framework of our
budget."
"When you have the basics out
for students to eat at their
choosing you can't go wrong."
Food for the coffee shop is
obtained
through
identical
methods and is delivered on
separate bills. "The coffee shop
also benefits from the larger
buying of the state," said
Amerman.
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teachers in the various sponsor
schools. That way all faculty
members keep active with what s
happening in the schools, thus
enlarging
on
their
regular
campus professorship roles.
Dr
Roger
Kershner
is
Director of the Field Service
program at OCE and he has seen
the college student teaching
program move from a group of
separate distinct courses, to an
integrated
field
experience
program in the past four years.
Elementary Ed. was the first to
integrate
its
field
service,
followed by junior block, an 11
hour credit, one term program of
teacher field training which is a
requirement
for
education
majors.
It involves two hours daily, five
days a week work as an actual
teacher aid in one of seven
different public schools.
Besides supervision by the
OCE education faculty while in
the sponsor schools, Secondary
Block
students
also
meet
regularly
to
evaluate
their
progress and learn teaching
education theory.
Ken Myers, chairman of the
Secondary Education Division, is
also involved with OCE's field
service program. Myers feels
such field work helps to give the
student, valuable experience in
the development of his teaching
skills. Also, and maybe more
importantly, it helps the student
decide if teaching is really the
occupation for him, or perhaps
help him choose which particular
subject he wants to teach.
Field experience can begin
when a student is a freshman in
the Contemporary Education
(ED 111) course.
Ed. Ill is a two credit elective
class involving a minimum of
four hours per week of active
work by the student in a public
school or other learning center.
Some of the places where
students may become involved
are the OCE Child Development
Center in Todd Hall (working
with preschool kids or the han
dicapped), the Polk County
Activities Center (working with
mentally retarded adults), and
Juvenile Detention
Hall
of

Marion County, along with
number of public and private
kindergartens, elementary and
high schools.
Psy
227
(The
Helping
Profession) is a similar type
course requiring a little more
student effort, with three credits
and a minimum of six hours per
week working in schools.
Both ED 111 and Psy 227
courses use only preliminary
class meetings at the start of the
term, after which the studenjl|
continues
••I the course solely with
th^
his work in his sponsor school. At
the course end a term paper
summary of their experience is
usually used to help evaluate
their response to the program
Ed 111 and Psy 227 are the only
field experience programs that
do not regularly involve OCE
teacher
supervisors. Instead
supervision and guidance is
usually arranged through the
staff of the sponsor school itself.
Following
the
required
Secondary
Block
student
teaching program, usually taken
in a student's junior year, some
education majors go ahead and
take Internship, either in their
senior or later year.
Internship is a program in
which a student teaches in a
school for one year at two-thirds
the salary of a regular beginning
teacher.
As a one year, 24 f9B
program, beginning falPte^
Internship students receive OCE
faculty supervision during the
first quarter, after which the
sponsor school's faculty take
over supervision of the intern.
While interns are given regular
teacher
responsibilities and
privileges, they have a reduced
teaching load, and are allowed to
participate in intern seminars or
comparable
special training
tasks.
Myers felt that experience in
Internship definately benefits a
student's chances of getting a full
teaching job later.
Myers said that while the
number of Internship positions
being offered has shown a decline
in recent years, he feels that
presently the program may be
beginning to pick up again.

Flack may perform
at OCE spring term
by CECILIA STILES
Editor
Roberta Flack has been offered
$7500 to perform in concert at
OCE by the ASOCE Social Board,
according to board chairperson
Candy Harley.
Flack is noted for her hits
'First Time Ever I Saw Your
Face," "Killing Me Softly," and
"Jesse."
Social Board decided to have
Flack in a major concert rather
than sponsor free concerts at
noon in the College Center Coffee
Shop. The vote was 1-0, with
senate representative Sharon
Crino voting yes and assistant
board
chairperson
Carol
Banauch abstaining.
"We did some talking around
and found out that a lot of dorm
students preferred a big name
concert. They said they would
pay to go see Flack," said
Harley.
The quality of last year's noon
hour concerts was poor," she
added. "Most of the groups who
played were dance groups or
were small name people. Sortie of
the quality was okay, but the
small name people just didn't
draw."

Another problem Harley cited
with noon hour concerts was that
so many people were always in
"I have no idea when we will
find out if Roberta will accept ou
offer," she said.
t
Harley said that for the rn°
part the Friday films have bee
doing excellent, especially j
later
movies. The Mono J
movies have not been quite s
fortunate. Approximately 30 to
students have been atten !S
Harley did note, however,
the cost of the movies has w*
minimal.
>s
"I didn't pick this term
movies. Next term's MofWJJ
movies will be all Walt DlS
films and they should go ov ,
lot better." Kenn Lehto select
this term's movies. Next ter
movies will cost $530.
^
Friday movies on tap f°r »
term
include:
"China!;ow \,
April 2; "Day of the DofP^
April 9; "California Split, L.
16; "Odessa File," Aprl ^
"Jeramiah Johnson," APrl 7;
"Funny
Lady,"
^ay ,.
"Serpico," May 14; "The D° '•
May 21; "Cinderella Lwffo
May 28; and "Gone Wit"
Wind," June 4.
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Taste of Honey'

B|^9^^^^ormance grows, play entertaining

"JO, BE QUIET!" •• Helen, (Mary Susie
and Peter (Len
Peary) show disgust at Jo's remark in "A Taste of Honey" last
week.

Concert features brass
The chamber symphony and
the women's chorale will present

a concert in the Music Hall
auditorium Monday, March 1, at
8 p.m. It will be free of charge.
The orchestra, under the
direction of Klemi Hambourg,
assistant professor of music, will
perform work of Antonio Vivaldi,
Charles Ives, Homer Keller, Bela
Bartok and Georges Bizet.
Marion Schrock, associate
professor of music and principal
clarinetist with
the Salem
Symphony, will be the soloist in
"Serenade for Clarinet and
Orchestra," written by Homer
Keller of the University of
Oregon and first performed in
1937 by the Rochester (N.Y.)
Philharmonic.
Bizet's "Symphony No. 1 in C"
and Ives' selections
from
"Fourth Symphony" also feature
passages for woodwinds.
OCE students Stan Yoder and
Denise Duman will be soloists in
Vivaldi's "Concerto in A Minor"
for strings. The strings also will
be featured
in
Bartok's
Roumanian Dances."
The chorale, directed by
Bernard
Regier,
visiting
professor of music, will sing a
group of songs in tune with the
Bicentennial, including spirituals
and an American folk trilogy.
The singers will be ac
companied by students Melinda
Martin on the piano, Randy

McCartney on percussion and
Mark Osborne on bass.

Flutist featured
Denise Bleything, junior in
music education from Bend, will
present a flute recital in the OCE
Music Hall auditorium at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 29.
Accompanying her will be Lane
Shetterly, junior, Dallas, on the
piano and harpsichord; Holly
Wynn, Monmouth, flute; and Bob
Richart, sophomore, Salem,
bassoon.
The recital includes numbers
by Paul Hindemith, Eugene
Bozza, Johann Sebastian Bach
and Wolfgang Mozart.
Admission to the recital is free
of charge.

Visage meets
Dr. Joseph Soldati, humanities
professor, will relate his own
experiences through the use of
"Color in Poetry" at 6 p.m.
March 3 at the home of Dr. Dan
Cannon, art professor.
The evening will include a
potluck dinner and students are
invited to bring their favorite
dishes.
The program is sponsored by
Visage,
the
fine
arts
organization. Students are asked
to sign up by March 1 by con
tacting Sandy Sullivan, 838 - 5579
or Joanne Andrew, 838 - 3866.

ACTION
THEATRE
Double Features
8mm film
l l - l l daily
1-7 Sunday

rental
Rated

X

See our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.
Ph. 364-0792
175 Commercial N . E . / Salem

by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff
The studio production of "A
Taste of Honey" by Shelagh
Delaney, directed by Jan Mat
thews, was basically an entertainmg, well done production
The lead role of Jo was played
by sophomore Jeanne Briggs.
Although she has been seen in
other OCE productions, this was
her first lead role. She handled
the role very well.
She, as well as the whole play,
seemed to get off to a slow start.

proved as the show progressed.
She put more energy into her
acting and gradually she moved
from being Jeanne to becoming
Jo. Her acting became very
powerful as the show continued.
Her
feelings
about
her
boyfriend, her mother, her
mother's boyfriend and Geof
came across very strongly. Her
feelings of love and of hate were
easily
recognizable
and
believable.
One of her first strong scenes

case when the viewer is anxious
to get to the "meat" of the story.
After the somewhat slow
beginning, both the actors and
audience seemed to warm up and
relax. Briggs, especially, im-

her whbo
boyfriend.
They
were
vf
laughing and teasing each other
and saying that they loved each
other. Their infatuation with
each other and her innocence
came off very well.
She did her best job in the last

n

^rs
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Bahai sponsors talk
to discuss prophecy
"How to choose an Avatar",
will be the title of an informal
fireside talk sponsored by the
Baha'is of OCE at 8 p.m. tonight
in the College Center Willamette
room.
The scheduled speaker, Daniel
Keith Conner, currently an ad
junct professor at Linfield
College, is completing a book on
the history of prophecy and
prediction. He has travelled
widely and studied yoga at the Sri
Aurobindo Asham in Pondicherry
India. He is a member of the
American society for Psychical
Research, is a professional
organist
and
an
amateur
astronomer.
In April 1863 an event occurred
which millions of people around
the world now recognize as a
turning point in the history of the
world. In a garden on the Tigris
river a young Persian nobleman
surnamed
Baha'u'llah
an
nounced that mankind was en
tering a new phase in its
evolution--a phase marked by the
spiritual and political unity of all
peoples and culminating in
my birth of a new civilization.
Baha'u'llah moreover revealed
that he was the long-awaited
Avatar whose teachings would be
the chief instrument by which

this unification would be ac
complished. Though he was
imprisoned, tortured and exiled
by the religious and state
authorities for over 40 years his
teachings spread until presently
Baha'is reside in over 70,000
centers in more than 300 coun
tries.
The Baha'i writings an
ticipated that the present age of
crisis would characterize the
transition to a new way of life, "A
tempest unprecedented in its
violence, unpredictable in its
course, catastrophic in its im
mediate effects and unimag
inably glorious in its ultimate
consequences is at present
sweeping the Earth."

few scenes. Jo was realistically
shown alternately angry and
confused because by this time the
character was fully developed.
Seen in many other OCE
productions, junior Mary Susie
Niklas played
Helen, Jo's
mother. Ms. Niklas did a good job
in portraying the mother, who
overindulges in alcohol and sex,
in Jo's opinion.
In the first scene Helen is
supposed to have a bad cold. By
the time this scene ended I think
she had every one in the audience
sniffing and feeling chills in
sympathy for her cold.
There was one scene when the
change of attitude by Helen
seemed out of character. This is
near the end of the play when
Helen comes to help out the
pregnant but unmarried Jo. This
change seemed a little sudden,
but after her feeling had changed
the new characterization seemed
to be effective. Her excitement
when showing Jo the baby clothes
looked very geniune.
The three male actors, Len
Peavy, Curt Martin and Mark
McConnell did adequate acting
jobs. Peavy's characterization of
the drunk Peter was very good.
Some of Martin's words were
difficult to understand because of
poor articulation and a rate that
was a little fast.
The set, in the round, worked
well except for a couple of things.
It seemed awkward to have
actors walking behind the sofa.
According to the small space
between the sofa and the
imagined wall there would not be
enough room to walk behind
there. If there was enough room,
it would still be awkward because
sofas are not generally placed far
enough away from the wall to
allow passage behind them.

Reception, exhibit set
since 1942 and in Oregon since
1943. He was an apprentice of
Sculpturer Frederic Liffman
from 1945 to 1950 and graduated
from the Museum Art School in
Portland in 1951.
Izquierdo has taught at the art
school since his graduation. He
has also taught at Reed College,
University of Oregon, Pacific
University, Southwestern Oregon
Community College, Treasure
Valley Comminity College and
Portland State University.
He has shown his work
frequently in one man and juried
exhibitions
in
Oregon,
Common Man." Also on the
and California. His
program will be "Suite Fran- Washington
work if in several private
caise," by DArius Milhaud; collections and he has been
chorale prelude of "Wachet Auf," commissioned to do work for
j.S. Bach; "Music for Prague,
several businesses and in
1968," Karel Husa; "Danza stitutions in Oregon.
J
Flinal
from
Estancia,"
ASOCE
commissioned
Ginastera; and "The Klazon," Izquierdo last spring to do a six Henry Fillmore.
foot sculpture, "Iberian Venus,"
The concert is open to the for the New Grove, in back of the
public without charge.
College Center.

Manuel Izquierdo, Portland
sculptor and printmaker, will
have an exhibition of drawings in
campbell Hall Gallery 107
beginning Monday and running
through March 20.
A reception for the artist will
be held in the gallery from noon
2 p.m. Monday.
Izquierdo is a native of Spain
but has been in the United States

Band concert planned
The 66 - piece OCE concert
band will present a concert in the
College Center Pacific Room
Thursday, March 4, at 8 p.m.
Director Richard Sorenson will
lead the ensemble in a varied
program from
baroque
to
contemporary music.
Brass will be featured in the
opening
selection,
Aaron
Copland's "Fanfare for the

ASOCE
Presents
My Little
Chick-A-dee
FREE
7:00 p.m.
Pacific Room
College Center

Pacific Room
College Center

University hosts conference
The OCE Concert Band has Sorenson. Rehearsal will be
been chosen to perform at the during the day March 6 and the
Northwest
College
Band concert will be presented that
in
Meany
Hall.
Directors National Association evening
convention at the University of
Those chosen are Denise
Bleything, first flute, junior
Washington March 5-7.
The band is one of a small music major from Bend; Linda
number of college and university Steeprow, first clarinet, senior
bands chosen from
Idaho, music_major from Riddle; Bob
first
bassoon,
Montana, Wyoming, Alaska, Richart,
Washington and Oregon to sophomore music major from
perform at the convention. The Salem; Patricia Palmer, E-flat
concert will be in Meany Hall on soprano clarinet, sophomore
March 5 at 4 p.m. Director of the music minor from Roseburg;
band is Dr. Richard A. Sorenson. Randy Kem, bass clarinet, fresh
Six members of the band will man music major from Salem;
participate in an intercollegiate and Mike Bevington, first
honor band at the convention. trombone, junior music major
They
were
nominated
by from Salem.
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Lyndon' has Kubrick style
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
Director Stanley Kubrick, who
already has such movie hits as
"A Clockwork Orange" and
"2001
A
Space
Odyssey,"
can add his newest effort, "Barry
Lyndon" to the hit list.
As a matter of fact, "Lyndon"
may be on top of the list. The
movie is currently playing at the
Elsinore Theater in Salem. It
stars Ryan O'Neal in the title role
and Marisa Berenson as Lady
Lyndon.
The movie was Kubrick's
distinctive style. Perhaps the
only problem with it is that it
follows the pattern of Kubrick's
movies by jumping around and
leaping decades at a time without
significantly marking them, so
that the viewer is unable to
distinguish a sequence of events.
But that problem is easily
overcome by the acting of O'Neal
and Berenson, as well as the
supporting cast.
The movie has also been
criticized by some as being too
long and tiresome, but that is
only because viewers are not
used to movies lasting over three
hours. Most of today's movies are
at most two and one half hours in
length. "Lyndon" lasts a little
over three hours and even at that
the ending is a little rushed.
While manv films cheat the
viewer of a half an hour, Kubrick
gives them their money's worth
in length and quality.
O'Neal begins the movie as a
poor but noble man named
Redmond Barry. From the
beginning he is always looking
for ways to get out of trouble that
he usually created for himself.
After killing an English officer
in a duel for his cousin's love, or
so he believed, he flees and joins
Britain's army for the Seven
Years War, only to desert while
fighting in Europe. But his
fighting does not end. He is
captured by Britain's allies, the
Prussians, and is forced to serve
for them.
And so it goes for the young lad
until he finally ends up marrying
Lady Lyndon and taking on her
name and wealth. So the young
and once very naive Redmond
Barry becomes the suave and
greedy Barry Lyndon.
Another feature of a Kubrick
film, a narrator, tells of Lyndon's
final fate, which happens after he
loses most of the family fortune,

*
*

incurs the wrath of his stepson,
loses his own son to an accident
and seemingly drives his wife
insane. Lyndon finally shows a
touch of humanity in the final
duel of the many he fights during
the film, but it is too little too late.
The film, which took three
years to make and had an ob
viously huge budget, is par
ticularly moving with its exterior
features. Castle after medieval
castle is shown, as well as
beautiful landscapes.

Summer study set
to enjoy the events offered in the
city,
including
concerts,
theatrical
productions,
art
Do you speak German, or are galleries and operas.
The cost of the program itself
you now studying it? Plans are
now underway for a summer of will be about $1200, and will in
study abroad in Austria and West clude room and board, tran
Germany. This program is sportation between St. Johann,
sponsored by six Oregon State Frankfurt, and Munich, un
System of Higher Education dergraduate tuition, and all
colleges and universities, in scheduled activities. Graduate
students will need to pay an
cluding OCE.
Any student with at least one additional $114.
Transportation from the United
year of college level or its
equivalent in German by June, States to Europe will cost a
1976, is eligible. Graduating high minimum of $456, round trip. The
school seniors with at least two cost may be higher, depending
years of high school German may upon the number of students
taking the flight. A maximum of
also apply.
According to Frank Balke, 20 per cent will be added to the
director and originator of the cost if there are too few students
program, the eight-week summer aboard.
Mr. Balke, assistant professor
study will be divided into two
segments, four weeks each in of Humanities, explained that the
function
of
the
length. During the first session, "primary
students will reside in the Hotel program is a language, culture,
Traublinghof, located in St. and literature study, not a tour."
Mr. Balke feels that a stay in
Johann, Tirol, Austria.
will
"broaden
the
Students will study daily, Europe
concentrating on improvement of horizons of any students over
language skills, speaking and seas. A student will come back as
writing abilities, and will also an individual. An intense study of
study cultural and literary German language and culture in
materials. The participating the country -- for that there is no
students will be grouped ac substitute. It is a one in a lifetime
cording to levels of ability. Visits experience."
In addition to being an im
will be made to points of interest,
such as cathedrals, museums, portant and special segment in
schools, and castles. In addition, each student's life, each student
students may participate in who completes the eight-week
planned travels to other parts of program will receive 12 hours
the country, one possibility being credit. So far, ten OCE students
Innsbruck, the site of the 1976 have been accepted into the
Winter Olympics.
program. They are Joan Lenton,
During the second four-week Marie Lang, Mary Rothenbersession, students will stay in the ger, Cynthia Lebow, John MossHaus International, located in barger, Mike Edwards, Jean
Munich, West Germany. Along Mays, Tom Mesdag, Karen
with a continuation of classes, Stoenner and Teresa Voetberg.
students will **"'v
have an
opportunity1 Mr. Balke would like to have 26
uu uppuilUlHl)
students as a minimum. There
are 22 total, statewide. Students
* wishing to apply should see Mr.
* Balke in Swindell Hall, number
* 203.
by BETTY KING
Lamron staff

Come in and Check Out Our
Albums
Incense
Jewelry
Macrame
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STYX AND STONES

210 S.
# Pacific Hwy.

But perhaps the most beautiful
feature is the magnificence of the
costumes that the characters
wear. They are so elaborate and
brilliant that one questions their
realism at a point.
"Barry Lyndon has received
seven
academy
award
nominations, including ones for
the best picture and best director.
If the judges do their jobs well,
the movie may just win in all
seven categories. For an en
tertaining evening out, "Barry
Lyndon" would be a great choice.

record shoppe

A 838.4Q7H
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Mr. Balke, as the director of
the program, will be ac
companying the students and will
teach the classes, along with
Professor Leen Inghels, assistant
professor of German at Eastern
Oregon State College. Native
speakers from St. Johann and
Munich will also assist.

Campus Calendar
Student Art Show -- About 15 OCE art students have entered a
student art exhibit to run through March 19. The exhibit, which will be
displayed in the College Center, is open to any medium, and will be
juried.
Meetings Planned -- The Outdoor Program has begun a series of
weekly informational meetings. The meetings are at 7 p.m. Wed
nesdays in the College Center. Lauren Burch, Director of the Outdoor
Program, said the meetings are to provide information and collect
ideas from the students and community on issues and programs
related to the outdoors.
Solar Energy Discussion -- The Outdoor Program is sponsoring
Pacific Power and Light's Bill Goldbach to speak on "Solar Energy,"
Wednesday, March 3 in the College Center Oregon Room. The
discussion is open to the public.
NS Seminar -- Naturalist John Vergine will speak on "A Study in
Cuckoo" as a part of the Natural Sciences Seminar. The lecture will
take place Tuesday, March 2 at noon in NS 103.
Dual Concerts Slated -- The OCE Chamber Symphony and Women's
Chorale will present a concert at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall auditorium
Monday. There is no admission charge.
Bleything Recital Set -- Denise Bleything, a junior in music
education, will present a flute recital Sunday, Feb. ,29 at 8 p.m. There
is no charge for the recital, which will take place in the Music Hall
auditorium.
Environmentalist to Speak -- Denzel Ferguson, the director of the
Malheur Environmental Field Station south of Burns, will speak on the
behavior of amphibians tomorrow at 7 p.m. in NS 101. A film will also
be shown.
Drawings Begin Monday - An exhibition of drawings by Portland
artist Manuel Izquierdo will begin Monday, March 1 in the Campbell
Hall Gallery. The exhibit will be shown through March 20. A reception
for the artist will be Monday from noon to 2 p.m. in the gallery.
TKB Dance Saturday -- "Rigamarol" will play at a TKB sponsored
dance Saturday in the OPE Gym. There will be an admission charge
for the dance, which begins at 9 p.m.
Eastwood Stars -- Clint Eastwood stars as Harry Calahan in
"Magnum Force," a continuation of "Dirty Harry," which will be
shown in the College Center Coffee Shop tomorrow night at 6:15 p.m.
and 9 p.m. Admission is $1 for students and adults, 50 cents for ages 7
to 12, and free to those six and under. The film is rated "R"; anyone
under 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
W. C. Monday -- W.C. Fields stars in "My Little Chick-a-dee," a 1930
classic to be shown Monday, March 1 in the College Center Coffee
Shop. Show time is 7 p.m. There is no admission charge.
Vincent Ends Tomorrow — Mel Vincent's watercolors end tomorrow
in the College Center. The enlargements of turn-of-the-century logging
photos will continue through the end of the month.
Demo Saturday « The Outdoor Program is sponsoring a downhill
skiing demonstration in the College Center Saturday from noon to 4
p.m.
Blood Drive Coming Up -- The Red Cross Blood Drive will be March
10 and 11 in the College Center.
'Off Squad' Meets -- The "Odd Squad," students 25 and older, meet
at noon Mondays in the College Center TV Room Members are asked
to bring a sack lunch.
Classifieds Free - Classified ads in the Lamron are free to students
ot OCE. Deadline for Thursday's paper is Tuesday noon. Due to lackot
space, we ask that only one ad per person be submitted each week
Muslims Meet -- Muslim students are invited to attend a prWer
meeting at noon Fridays in the College Center Deschutes Room. Those
wishing further information can contact Mahmoud Katan at 838-5808
^?JlrStia? Scientists Mee* " Campus Christian Scientists
spirational meetings are Wednesdays at noon in the College Center
ucnocho Room.

Because the program is new in
Oregon, no scholarships are as
yet available. Mr. Balke ex
n Por?™yed in 'Profiles' - President Woodrow Wilsonj
i
plained that a scholarship fund is ,
eatured in Profiles in Courage," a part of the Bicentenfl1*
being planned, and sources are
celebration sponsored by the College Center. The film will be shown
being investigated. Students may
ednesday, March 3 in the College Center Willamette Room at noon
apply for regular financial aid in
the Cottage.
Thursday - Dr. Ajmer Singh and Dr. Sam Anderson
will
the Social Sci3 parJ.of "The American Issues Forum" sponsoredI
America " anHC! ?,epartment- Singh will speak on "The Busness".
&a
,A;derso"
speak on "A Power in the World,
inursaay at 12.30 p.m. in the Willamette Room.

Lecture set

Clint Eastwood

is DirtyHarryin

Magnum Force

PANAVISION • TECHNICOLOR •

February 27
6:15 & 9:00
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Pacific Room
College Center

Bill Goldbach of Pacific Power
and Light, Portland, will speak
on "Solar Energy" at OCE on
Wednesday, March 3, at 7 p.m. in
the College Center Oregon Room.
An overview of solar energy
research will be presented by
Goldbach.
This presentation is one in a
series of presentations on energy
sources sponsored by the Outdoor
Program.

ctrir ersmltt1,ing Demo Tuesday -- Judy Farr will give a de"1'
Tuesday. March 2, as a part of the
DepartmenCs
P
am
The
demonstration will be at noon."'
ConSrCenter
mT concourse.
unege Genter main
wffb"?!! Speech Tomorrow -- As a closing to Women's Aware"'
ColWe CemI 'n6 3 ^ °" °
^ noon tomorrow;'
The t3'k wil1 be sponsored by the P
Department
W

men in Sp01

<.i?Cle?Ce Math Presentation -- Dr. Neal Bandick will talk o" jj
March Tafnooi AmtehricannMed'cal Education, 1776-1976"
, at noon in the College Center Willamette Room.

New English course offered
ki
nF\A MINATO
MIMATA
by DENA
Assistant editor

,,t 1

i

English 399, "Teaching English
a Second Language," will be
offered for the first time spring

Methods of1)'61" I" the cla™m.
sPrnnH i teachmg English as a
gU3ge

Wi"

3180

studTed.

term-

It would be helpful for those
who are going overseas to teach

taurine
Phelps,
assistant
professor of humanities, will
teach the course offered for both
OCE students and for practicing
teachers.

English °lwi»
sPeaking
thefr

Phdps.

SSr°°mS'

have non students in
explained

As part of the new bilingual bicultural minor now offered at
OCE, the class will deal with
teaching
students
learning
English as a second language.

gJhfhPmr,preparation y°u can
fitnatl
fr you can handle
situations where you have to
teach one or more students
earning English as a second
language,," she added.

A good deal of the class will be
devoted to studying the English
language and becoming aware of
its problem areas. Students will

Students going into teaching
and especially those in Language

learn what the trouble spots of
lanonape are,"
are. Ms.
Ms Phelps
Ph^lnc
the language

stated.
English 399 will point out the
differences between English and

changed

Arts are encouraged by Phelps to
take
the
class.
Those
in
Language Arts are the oneshkelv
...
.
i«veiy
to be called on to teach a special
course where the training would
be needed.

Interested young people aged
eighteen and over are en
couraged to directly participate
in
this
year's
presidential
selection
process.
The
Democrats Party of Oregon's
Affirmative Action program is
attempting to attract young
people to serve as Democratic
precinct
committee
persons.

Class to start

Classes open

Econ conference at coast

toT,he ^tent of the conference is
rect constructive discussion
0*
Ion
^°n economic problems. A
, n§ list of representatives of
Slr
industry,
labor,
prii *ss,
cation,
agriculture
and
ernrnent will act as panelists
a
resource persons.
will meet in a 'town
h
citizens
atmosphere with uniicua
exn c^0()se to participate. It is
Pectcd that the participants
include educators, students,
F®bruary
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businessmen, community leaders
and others.
The conference is sponsored by
the social science department's
Oregon Center for Economic
Studies and the Division of
Continuing Education.
A special lecturer will be
Antony Fisher, acting director of
the Fraser Institute, Vancouver,
B.C., and founder of the Inter
national Institute of Economic
Research at UCLA. He will speak
at 11 a.m. Saturday, March 27.
More information about the
conference may be obtained from
Ron Finster, director of the
center, or Ron Chatham in the
research and planning office.
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clasSsUwm h wh° want t0 ^ke the
class will be asked to fill out a
and"1 from^this3Vailable

Ford holds slight edge

times

t'SMIKE "
residen"al Primary season began
NEW HAMPSHIRE
- The P
presidential
Tu^v"T
per ctnt at fhe ^ but irnP°rtant state of New Hampshire With 90
proximately 50 ner* caunted Wednesday morning, the tally was apcent of the vote to President Gerald Ford and
Rftnaifl p
ejectedS' nZt aPPeared L° have a sligbt ™rgin and said he
"far
** ^ and M<d they

determined If
stantial number of OCE students
signing up for the course we'll
gear tke class for a time more
suitable to them," said Phelps.
She feels that the class would
work well in a three hour block
one evening a week. Hopefully
part of the class willbe devoted'to
discussion of
of
the
problems
d.scussion
—teachers encounter in
their
classrooms.

STJJZt ^ieS„Reaga" V\tbe
appointment not by election

fina'

count, the vote still does not
°' tbat -P-fed ofTn

'°

h°'dS the

°ff,Ce

by

Ha™Psbire
very few voters compared to many of
Phelps is unsure if the class most imnnrf ant k
Pnmaries. its primary is considered one of'the
1S
flrst Primar.v of the year.
will be offered again since it
In earlv nit I
.Se
arly election returns on the Democratic side former Georgia
depends on the success of it next
term.
^ent nfTh ™my Carter took an ex'ensive lead with just over 30 per

Democrats wanted

Two corrections need to be
made in the schedule of classes
offered spring term.
An unscheduled course in
Philosophy
and
Literature,
Humanities 511, taught by Dr.
Robert Tompkins will be offered.
The course will cover con
temporary European literature
and philosophy in an attempt to
Spring term a SEEK class
capture the sense
of
con entitled
Changing
Roles
of
temporary European philosophy;
Women in Society (SSc 407K) will
notice how literature embodies, be held. The class is scheduled
in its own way, this sense; and for Wednesday evenings, 7-10
find a relation between art and p.m. in HSS.
thinking that does not deny either
The class will review the social,
its peculiar nature.
historical, political and religious
The course will concentrate on
development of the traditional
the writings of J.P. Sarte and the roles of American women. The
later work of M. Heidegger.
early suffrage movement and
"Women in History," taught by current feminist movement will
Dr. Joanne Amspoker, is listed in be compared and contrasted.
the catalog at 9:30 TTH, but will
About one-half of the class
instead be offered at 2 TTH in periods will be devoted to ex
HSS 230.
ploring. even current issues;
problems and changes relating to
women. Some of the areas to be
developed include equal rights,
Affirmative Action and em
A
new
course,
Modern ployment opportunities, family
American Usage, Eng. 470 will be life and alternative life styles,
taught
spring
term
by and current trends in religion,
Humanities Chairman Charles crime, sexuality
and
childAlva at 10 MWF.
rearing.
The course, with Alva's ap
Outside speakers are planned
proval, can substitute for Eng. to supplement readings from
492, a requirement for some texts, videotapes and films.
Humanities programs. Eng. 470 Susan Brownmiller's new book
is concerned with appropriate dealing with the effects of
language usage.
traditional
attitudes
toward
A special composition class, sexuality, "Against Our Will:
WR 222, is also on the schedule Men, Women and Rape," will be
|°r spring. Micronesians will get used as one of the texts.
first preference in the class
Class cards will be available at
^signed for foreign students. It pre-registration next Tuesday or
will be taught by Maureen Phelps may be obtained late at the office
at 12:30 T TH. '
of minority affairs, second floor
Development of the English of The Cottage.
Language. Eng. 490, will be of
The class sponsor is David
Allen, Social Science Depart
fered as originally scheduled.
Gordon Clarke will teach the ment, and class leader is Jean
class at l MWF.
Garcia, Women's Liaison.

The conference, "Economic
°ncerns of the Community,"
111 be held at Salishan during
pring break this year. The dates
are March 26 to 28.

Not intending to make any job

be

aS

Schedules

^^

other languages which a teacher

There
precinct
com
mitteepersons are the
basic
o
unit"
in Democratic
Party
organization.
Precinct
COm"
mitteepersons are delegates to
the congressional district con
ventions that will elect Oregon's
delegation to the Democratic
National Convention in New
York.
To run for precinct committeeperson a filing form (no
fee) must be completed and filed
with the County Clerk on or
before the March 16, 1976 filing
deadline. In the May 25 Oregon
Primary, voters will select the
precinct committeepersons in
their precinct. When filing for
precinct committeeperson, each
candidate must specify which
presidential
candidate
that
person will support, or run un
committed.
Filing forms for Delegate to the
Democratic National convention
can be obtained from
the
Democratic Party of Oregon at
P.O. Box 1084, Eugene, Oregon
97401 or by phoning 345 - 7000.
Filings must be approved by the
Presidential candidate supported
in order to appear on the ballot at
the
Congressional
District
convention.

L'da1' was running seco"d with about
23 per cetr^StheUnt?
VOtes Blrch Bayh' Henry Jackson and Sargent
ShntL
k
Shriver were bringing up the rear in the early returns.

voterf33'*'13 wo ers'or a'l the candidates predicted a poor turnout of
of the over 165,000 registered
Renthii^P
,ng °, y ab0Ut
v°ters to turn out. About this same percentage of the
iKiwin
JI5'00? Democratic voters were expected to turn out and perhaps even
'ess of the registered Independents were expected to vote
filn,
a Washir,g.ton awaiting the results, said he was "quite con
fident and very optimistic" about his chances in the New Hampshire
weTerarrreTPHrrMarieS T" take place next Tuesday and an°'her the
malnr nil Tp<;,Massachusetts primary next week will be one of the
exnecirrt tl h
year. with the following week's Florida Primarv
expected to be another key primary.
To point out the importance of the New Hampshire primary, no
President has taken that office since 1952 without first winning the
New Hampshire primary.

Patty must speak, judge says
SAN FRANCISCO - The Fifth Amendment was invoked 42 times bv
heiress Patricia Hearst in her testimony Monday. Hearst finished ub
her six days of testimony late Monday in her bank robbery trial
Some of Miss Hearst's refusal to testify came about when her chief
prosecuter U. S. Attorney James L. Browning placed document after
document in front of Miss Hearst to identify—she refused to even look
at them.
According to F. Lee Bailey "The government got what they wanted.
They embarrassed her. The damage is done." He was bitter that
Browning pushed Miss Hearst so hard.
Browning was allowed to press Miss Hearst because the judge in the
case, U.S. District Court Judge Oliver J. Carter, had ordered Miss
Hearst to answer questions pertaining to her life on the run. He didn't
force her to answer when Bailey advised her to use the Fifth Amend
ment.
The rest of the day's trial was centered around Dr. L. J. West a
court appointed psychiatrist, who testified that Miss Hearst showed
signs of profound fear in the weeks after her Sept. 18 kidnapping
Bailey will continue to question West for much of the week.

With SPRING TERM coming up
Why Not Spend Your Time Wisely

by letting us
DO YOUR GROCERY SHOPPING
(Use this time for study)

WASH YOUR POTS-PANS AND DIRTY DISHES
(also we buy your soap, paper towels, napkins, scouring
pads, and all the other items your suddenly remember
you have to buy)

DO YOUR COOKING
(With the time you save NOT doing the above chores - you
could get a job and earn more than your board and room
costs)

LIVE IN THE LEAST EXPENSIVE (and time saving)
AREA IN MONMOUTH
For ONLY $303.00 You can live SPRING TERM
in the Dormitories
Make your reservation
NOW
(Remember - we'll clean up after you like Mom Used to do)
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Stan Roth earns ACU-I trip
to Oklahoma City in April

From the Stands
They could be good

Stan Roth, a member of the
OCE men's bowling team, earned
himself a trip to Oklahoma City,
Okla., April 3-5 by getting first
place in the all-events category in
the Association of College Unions
International
bowling
tour
nament held in Tacoma, Wash.,
two weeks ago.
Roth ended up in first place out
of more than 100 bowlers with a
201 per game average as he
helped lead the men to a fifth
place finish out of 25 teams. The
OCE women took fourth place out
of 23 teams in their competition.
Roth's trip to Oklahoma will be
an all-expense paid trip by the from the NAIA tournament which
will be held during the second
ACU-I.
Following Roth in the tour week in March. Last year OCE's
nament for the OCE men who, men bowlers took second place in
like the OCE women, led after the the NAIA, finishing less than 100
second day of the three day total pins behind the NAIA
tournament, were Don Frank champs in the tourney.
with a 192 average, Dwaine
Last week the men faced
Kronser 184, Tom Gardner 172 Portland State but lost all four
and Tom Dahl 165.
individual matches by the final
Linda Mitchel turned in the score of 2,690 total pins for PSU to
best singles performance among 2,589 for OCE. Randy Burke was
the women with a 543 score, high man for the Wolves with a
followed by Nancy Toft of 559 series and a 211 high game.
Washington State with 541 and Gardner had a 538 series and 201

by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Another disappointing men's basketball season has
come and gone at OCE and to many OCE basketball
fans it may appear that things are not getting much
better. This year's team, despite the return of some top
players from a year ago, failed to improve upon last
year's record by more than a win or two at the most. But,
chins up, people, it looks as though the OCE basketball
program is finally on the up-swing.
We're speaking of the return next year of a few varsity
starters and also of some of the true, unquestionable
talent that we've seen on the JV squad this year.
First of all, among the varsity men eligible to return
next year will be two-year starting center Jon Anderson.
Following him are junior big-men Gary Michel, Randy
Bishop and Randy Bryant and part-time starting guard
Chuck McKie.
Anderson has all the tools to be one of the better
small-college centers in the area, except for one. He can
shoot well from ten feet out, has good moves inside and
is a dead-eye from the free throw line. On defense he's
fairly good and getting better, and he is one of the best
shot-blockers in the Evergreen Conference. His only
drawback is that he averages only about seven rebounds
a game, about a half-dozen below what a six-foot-eight
center in this league should be getting. The main reason
he doesn't rebound well is because he doesn't always
fight for position underneath, something that we're
hoping Head Coach Bob McCullough will be able to
correct by next December.
Anderson could also score 25 points per game easily if
the OCE guards would pass the ball to him more often
rather than toss it around the key for 40 minutes of each
game. This is something else we hope Dr. McCullough
will correct by next season.
Michel, Bishop and Bryant, who are about six-foot-six
each, are also good shooters and rebounders and can be
as good as any forwards in the Evergreen Conference on
any given night.
The guard position may be weakened next season with
the loss of seniors Mike O'Connor, Cliff Wegner and
Rory Calhoun. McKie, a junior, may be the play-maker
next season, but will probably need help from some of
this year's JV's.
And speaking of the JV's there are a few guys on the
team this year who will no doubt be seeing some playing
time on the varsity games next season.
The leading candidate will be Kip Archambault, a sixfoot-six freshman from California. The muscular center
will give OCE just what it's needed during the past
couple of years -- a big, bruising center who isn't afraid
to go after a rebound with elbows flying. OCE's been
able to get it's share of rebounds this year but Archam
bault can give them a dozen more per game just by
moving the opponents out of the key with his muscle.
Don't be surprised if he moves into the starting center
roll by mid-season next winter.
One of Archambault's biggest accomplishments this
season as a JV was his 26 points (11 for 14 from the
field) against the University of Oregon JV's in a win at
Mac Court earlier this year. Archambault out-played
Kelvin Small, who also plays Oregon varsity, and the
whole JV team was strong enough to beat the guys who
will be tomorrow's UCLA beaters. A few weeks ago the
JV's lost to Oregon State JV's, another group of
tomorrow's UCLA beaters, by just five.
Other JV s who appear headed for the varsity team
within the next couple of years are Mark Corcoran, Roger
Lorenzen, John Conklin, Gary Gavette, Jeff Odle and sixfoot-six redhead Jim Johnson.
Now we're not about to tell Dr. McCullough, a 17 year
coach at OCE, how to do his job, but we hope that next
year he utilizes the talents of Anderson, Michel, Bryant
Bishop and Archambault better than he did this year'
rather than relying on the guards and smaller forwards to
supply the scoring. If those big guys have the ball inside,
the team will hit more shots (six footers are easier to
make than 20 footers), it'll have more rebounds (which
means it will have the ball more and the opponents will
have it less), and the team will find itself winning
many
a
1
more games.
However, this is only an observation and not a sureire cure for losing. But with all the talent that is headed
for the varsity team during the next two years we can't
help but believe that the players will eventually'prove our
observation a good one.
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Lane Community's Carol Terry
with 538.
Mitchel averaged 170 for the
women, Nancy Ritz averaged
165, Lee Gibson 163, Lynnea Rake
153 and Lee Anne Trachsel 145.
The meet was held separately

by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Lamron
Sports

high, Kronser had a 632 and 200
high. Roth bowled a 203 game,
but it was sandwiched by games
of 166 and 136 for a 505 series.
The women were scheduled to
battle the PSU women but the
PSU women failed to show up. In
exhibition matches, Pam Rehm
bowled a 498 series with a 203
high game and Ritz rolled a 473
series.
The Oregon Collegiate Bowling
League playoffs were scheduled
for this afternoon but the OCE
men will not be participating and
the women's has been cancelled.
The reason the women's has
been cancelled is because the
OCE women won both the fall and
winter halves of the season and
since the winners of each half are
scheduled to meet today, OCE is
automatically the champ. The
women will probably meet
Chemeketa Community College
March 4 for the league cham
pionship.
The men won't be participating
in the league roll-offs because
they failed to win either half.
Tomorrow and Saturday the
women will be in Pasco, Wash.,
to participate in the NCWSA
tournament.

Wrestlers host district tourney
all-day Friday and Saturday
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor
OCE's wrestling team will be
hosting this year's District 2
wrestling championships in the
NPE gym this Friday and
Saturday with nine of Oregon's
small college teams, including
OCE and one Idaho team par
ticipating.
Along with the Wolves will be
Eastern Oregon, Oregon Tech
and Southern Oregon, also from
the Evergreen Conference, plus
Pacific,
Lewis
and
Clark,
Willamette, Northwest Nazarene
and the College of Idaho.
OCE will have one man
wrestling in each of the ten
weight
classes
except
heavyweight. Participating for
OCE will be Don Clapper at 118,
Jon Parsons at 126, Roger Rolen
at 134, Jon Davis at 142, Paul Zinc
at 150 and Rich Rolen at 158.
According to Head Coach Gale
Davis, the 167,177 and 190 weight
class wrestlers for OCE haven't
been determined yet.
The competition will be going
on all day both days in the NPE
gym. Last year OCE was second
at District.
Last weekend the team took
fourth place in the Evergreen
Conference tournament held in
Bellingham, Wash.
Roger Rolen, a sophomore
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from The Dalles, won the 134 title
for the second year in a row with
a bye in the first round, a pin over
Mark Haner of OIT in the second
and a 17-6 decision over Manuel
Brown of Eastern Washington in
the final.
Kirk Walston pulled off a
surprise by winning the 167 title
with decisions of 2-1, 3-2 and 5-2.
In the other weight classes,
Clapper took fourth place at 118,
Parson was fourth at 126, Davis
was third at 142, Zinc failed to
place at 150, Rich Rolen was
fourth at 158, Ken Kime was
fourth at 177 and Warren Hughes
took second at 190. OCE didn't
participate at heavyweight.

For sale: Clock radio, floor lamp, sewing
table, three-drawer nightstand, field
jacket, Triumph car repair manual, $5
each. Sonic stereo headphones with
indiv. volume and extension cord
$15. Dining room table $7.50. New
field jacket M65 $20. Much
miscellaneous household, CB
equipment, camera equipment, car
and sporting goods. Rod Saxton,
838-4462.
Lost: Small gray cat with white face and
paws. Lost in the vicinity of Whitsel
street. If you have it please return to
Aloha Apartments #102.
Personal: Redwood and Stone - looking
forward to early April and Portland?
Maybe Bill will be back. You better
drive this time or I will kill you!!!
Wanted: Two good looking, sexy, avail
able men. Short, fat and ugly need
not apply. Reply in next week's
paper. K&R.
Personal: Chevy Chase -- who says we
know who we are??
Wanted: Anyone with Lesney "Match
box" miniature cars to sell or trade.
Leave note in
SPO 455 or call 6235252, Dallas.
Wanted: A daily ride from Corvallis to
Monmouth and back starting spring
term. Will help pay for gas. Call
Kathy Nelson 838-9953.
Wanted: Roommate. Female non-smoker
to share two bedroom apartment for
$75, spring term (March 28). Close to
campus, Contact Paula Udell, SPO
box 79.

o

Personal: Congratulations on finishing
your season! Your groupies.

Pre-tourney favorite Southern
Oregon won the meet with 88V2
points, Eastern Washington had
74%, Central Washington finished
with 52 and OCE had 50. OIT was
next with 23V4 and Western
Washington had 17. Eastern
Oregon did not participate.
Coach Davis expects Southern
Oregon and Pacific to battle it out
this weekend for the District title
and sees OCE third. He expects
OCE to play the spoiler for one of
the two favorites. He believes
that the team, SOC or Pacific,
that the Wolves do the best
against will finish second to the
other team.

For rent: Spring term, one, maybe two,
bedrooms in a five bedroom farm
house. 12 miles south of Monmouth.
Sixty dollars a month and pets okay.
No elephants, though. 838-5495.
Mike, Ann, or Paula.
Attention: There will be a karate demon
stration and introductory meeting
March 4 at 7:00 in the dance studio,
old PE
building. All interested
persons are urged to attend.
For sale: Stereo equipment. Quality com
ponents. Top of line Magnavox
receiver and turntable, $100. Whole
package for $180. Call 838-4613 or
SPO #4.
Wanted: A ride to and from Corvallis
next term. If you would like someone
to share gas expenses with me on
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, please contact me,
Colleen, at 838-9972. Thank you.
For sale or trade: Coppertone, frostfree refrig., older white electric
stove. Both in excellent conditionBest cash offer or trade for ? See at
546 Warren St. S., evenings.
Personal: Dear CW and TS - please re
turn the NERF, or do you need it f°r
extra pudding for your 28's. BC
Personal: P -- prove you love me by
telling me to my face. - T.
Lost: Black and white cat with bright
green eyes. Was wearing a black
collar. He needs medication to
survive. If found please contact
Susan at 838-1708.
Personal: R-l just wanted to say hi and
have a nice weekend. T.

Lamro"

Men's basketball
finishes with win
Two free throws by Cliff
Wegner in the closing seconds
gave OCE's men's basketball
team the points it needed to
defeat Western Baptist Bible
College 55-53 in the team's final
game last Monday evening in the
NPE building.
OCE led 53-51 with less than ten
seconds remaining when Rory
Calhoun brought the ball down
court to run the clock out. He
passed off to Wegner, who was
fouled on the dribble. Wegner
calmly sank both shots of his oneand-one, putting OCE ahead 5551.
Western Baptist scored an
uncontested lay-in with two
seconds remaining and the clock
ran out before OCE could
rebound.
Last Saturday evening the
team lost its final league game of
the year, falling to Eastern
Washington 76-51 in front of a
home crowd. The loss gave the

men a final league record of 4-8
this season.
Mike O'Connor led OCE in
scoring in both games with 12.
Against Western Baptist Jon
Anderson added 11 on his
patented turn around jumper and
Mike Rooney and Randy Bishop
followed with eight each.
The Wolves trailed Eastern
Washington by just seven at the
half, 29-22, but were outscored 4729 in the second half to lose by 25
points.
Things went differently in the
second half against Western
Baptist, OCE trailed 31-24 at the
half but came out blazing in the
second half, outscoring Western
11-0 in the first 7V2 minutes of the
second half.
After OCE took the 35-31 lead,
Western eventually came back
and went ahead with abaout five
minutes remaining but the steady
play of O'Connor, Anderson,
Wegner and Randy Brant put
OCE back into the lead for good.

Women cagers 10-5
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STEADY
NOW
the
•• balance
Staying
beam is not
on always as easy as it looks as this women
gymnast could probably testify by her careful manner and the concentration on her face Tomorrow
h°me meet °1 the year When
face Washington State
Z!lZtL oTsZZdZl'fhaVe the"
Ih7univers?t»
* TT w.
the men to Seattle where they
accompany
will both go against
We University of Washington, the last meets for the teams before regionals

SUMMER JOBS

This week in sports

Guys and gals needed for summer employment at
national parks, private camps, dude ranches, and
resorts throughout the nation. Over 50,000
students aided each year. For FREE information
on student assistance program send selfaddressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity
Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Many good jobs are avail
able!

Thursday, Feb. 26 -- Women's basketball vs. University of
Alaska, here at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 26 - Bowling in OCBL Roll - offs, in IndeDendence.
Thur., Feb. 26 - 28 — Swimming in N.C.W.S.A. championships in
Pullman Wash.
Friday, Feb. 27 -- Women's gymnastics vs. Washington State,
here at 1 p.m.
Fri. - Sat., Feb. 27 - 28 - Wrestling in district tournament here
all day.
Fri. - Sat., Feb. 27 - 28 -- Bowling in N.C.W.S.A. Tournament in
Pasco, Wash. (Women only).
Saturday, Feb. 28 -- Men's and women's gymnastics vs
Universtiy of Washington, in Seattle.

APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

Horrible Henry's
Tuesday - 8:00-9:30 p.m.

10c Beer
69C Tequilla Drinks
99c
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HONDA BIG BIKE BONUS
SAVE UP TO $80 ON SELECTED BIKES!

=
Honda,
world's most poipular bike, known for quality and5
engineering innovation. . .now at very special savings. Save from $30:
to $80 right off the top. and that's an additional savings to the bests
deal you can make right now at Salem Honda!
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for the last eight minutes of the
game, winning 59-47.
Cheryl Traner and Debbie
McGill led the Wolves with 12 and
eight points respectively, while
Renne Lambrecht led the OCE
team in rebounding with eight.
The loss dropped the team's
record to 10-4, with the four losses
being to Portland
AAU and
two to PSU. Last Thursday
evening it lost to Portland AAU
by 76-69 despite an excellent
performance by Lambrecht.
Lambrecht scored 16 points,
pulled down 10 rebounds, had five
blocked shots and four steals, but
it wasn't enough to overtake the
Portland team.
The Wolves trailed 9 - 28 at the
half and went on to lose by seven.
Cindy Musgrove had 13 points
and 10 rebounds and McGill had
eight points, 12 rebounds and
three steals.
Behind the quarterbacking of
Traner and the defense of
Musgrove during the first half of
play, the women beat Southern
Oregon 73-48 last Saturday
morning.
OCE trailed 7-4 seven minutes
into the game and suddenly came
alive, thanks mainly to a number
of steals by Musgrove. OCE went
on to outscore the Raiders 37-11
during the rest of the half and led
41-18 at halftime. Lambrecht had
high scoring honors for OCE with
,19.
This afternoon the women will
go against the University of
Alaska in the NPE building gym
at 6:30 p.m.
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Whether it was Karen Strong's
27 points or the pressure of
playing undefeated PSU, the
OCE women lost its composure
midway through the second half
of play Tuesday night to lose its
lead and finally fall to a 59-47
defeat in the NPE gym.
A last-second shot at the end of
the first half gave PSU a 27-26
lead at halftime.
The Wolves came back in the
second half taking the lead again
when Karen Kolen picked up a
quick four points. With a three
point lead, OCE continued to
show composure and confidence
carried over from the first half
until the pressure finally took
hold.
The OCE team fell behind 44-42
and PSU maintained their lead

5
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Applies to seven models, both road and on/off-road machines, big
and mid-range. So, if you've ever considered owning a motorcycle,
or want a better bike than the one you already have, get moving. See
Salem Honda today, and hit the road with as much as $80 extra in
your pockets.
HONDA FIRST. FOR GOOD REASON.

Salem Honda
1515 SE 13th
Salem, Oregon
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Spring is approaching
quickly and the return of
spring sports to the OCE
campus is coming with it.
The athletes who have
been turning out for
baseball, softball, track,
tennis and golf during
recent weeks have been
both
enjoying
good
weather and braving bad to
re-sharpen their skills of a
year ago that may have
turned dull over the winter.
By spring vacation many
OCE's spring athletes will
be seeing their first action
-- sun willing.

